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“Engrossing. . . . A sumptuous, textured ode to small-town relationships.”
FOREWORD REVIEWS

“In Night Bird Calling, Cathy Gohlke mines the national spirit on the
cusp of WWII and successfully illuminates how communal change can
manifest through unconditional love.”
SARAH MCCOY, N
 ew York Times, USA Today, and internationally bestselling
author of Marilla of Green Gables

“With her signature gift for delving into topics and truths as relevant
to us today as they are to the characters found within these pages,
Cathy Gohlke delivers a poignant story rich with vibrant characters,
woven with spiritual depth, and bound together by hope.”
AMANDA BARRATT, a uthor of The White Rose Resists and My Dearest Dietrich

“Night Bird Calling inspired a whole range of emotions. It made me made
me smile, then cry. I became angry at the villains, then rejoiced because of
the bravery of the characters. I kept turning pages because I had to know
what would happen next. One of the best books I’ve read all year!”
VANESSA MILLER PIERCE, b
 estselling author of the Loving You series

“Night Bird Calling will break your heart before it fills it up again with
hope. Lilliana has endured what no person ever should—abuse in the
name of religion. . . . I applaud Gohlke for vulnerably sharing this
story of messy redemption. Read Lilliana’s story, but then please share
it with someone who is also desperate for the freedom Christ offers.”
LUCINDA SECREST MCDOWELL, a uthor of Soul Strong and Life-Giving Choices

“Night Bird Calling is a spellbinding story about the evils of racism
and abuse but also the transformative power of forgiveness. With
her signature style of elegance and grace, Cathy Gohlke has created
another beautiful, poignant novel that stirred something deep within
me. This is a gift for all those who love to read redemptive fiction.”
MELANIE DOBSON, a ward-winning author of The Curator's Daughter and

Memories of Glass

“Sight and sound, feeling and scent permeate Night Bird Calling,
Cathy Gohlke’s sensate and gripping new release. Deft with
description and tact, Gohlke handles unfortunately timeless issues
sensitively and with hope.”
JANE RUBIETTA, s peaker and author of The Forgotten Life of Evelyn Lewis
and Brilliance: Finding Light in Dark Places

“Cathy Gohlke tells a stirring story that touches on challenging life
events—abuse, racial tensions, and injustice—through the eyes of a
woman seeking sanctuary and a precocious preteen trying to make
sense of life events beyond her maturity. Beautifully written, this novel
is a powerful, poignant, and sensitive portrayal of imperfect people
struggling through their frailties and learning how choosing grace,
mercy, and love can heal many wounds.”
MICHELLE ULE, a uthor of Mrs. Oswald Chambers: The Woman behind the
World’s Bestselling Devotional

The Medallion
“A riveting read from cover to cover, The Medallion is one of those
extraordinary novels that will linger in the mind and memory long
after the book itself is finished.”
MIDWEST BOOK REVIEWS

“This is a thought-provoking novel of courage, survival, and unselfish
assistance during the Holocaust.”
HISTORICAL NOVEL SOCIETY

“Cathy Gohlke skillfully weaves true stories of heroism and sacrifice
into her novel to create a realistic portrayal of Poland during WWII.
The Medallion is a stunning story of impossible choices and the
enduring power of faith and love.”
LYNN AUSTIN, a uthor of If I Were You

“A master storyteller, Cathy Gohlke has created unforgettable
characters in unthinkable circumstances. This story completely
undid me, then stitched me back together with hope. A novel that
has grabbed my heart—and won’t let go—for what I’m sure will be
a very long time.”
HEIDI CHIAVAROLI, C
 arol Award–winning author of The Orchard House

“The Medallion is a beautifully written story with a riveting plot,
realistic characters, and moving themes of sacrificial love, redemption,
and forgiveness. Highly recommended for readers who are willing to
stay up late, because they won’t be able to put this book down!”
CARRIE TURANSKY, a ward-winning author of No Ocean Too Wide and
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Until We Find Home
“Gohlke’s powerful historical novel features a suspenseful and heart-
wrenching plot and unforgettable characters.”
LIBRARY JOURNAL, s tarred review

“Gohlke’s latest takes place in England’s lush Lake District during the
early days of World War II. Readers will likely smile at appearances
from various literary icons, such as Beatrix Potter and C. S. Lewis,
among others. The story is well researched and well written.”
ROMANTIC TIMES

“Splendid at every turn! Until We Find Home is a lushly penned novel
about a courageous young woman whose definition of love—and
trust—is challenged in every way. A must for fans of WWII and
British front history. Not to be missed!”
TAMERA ALEXANDER, U
 SA Today bestselling author of To Whisper Her

Name and A Note Yet Unsung

“Until We Find Home is a deeply moving war story. . . . Gohlke’s well-
developed characters, vivid descriptions, and lush setting details immerse
readers into the story.”
JODY HEDLUND, C
 hristy Award–winning author of Luther and Katharina
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“Cathy Gohlke’s Secrets She Kept is a page-turner with great pacing and
style. She’s a terrific writer.”
FRANCINE RIVERS, N
 ew York Times bestselling author

“This well-researched epic depicts life under the Nazi regime with
passionate attention. While the Sterling family story serves as a
warning about digging into the past, it is also a touching example of
the healing power of forgiveness and the rejuvenating power of faith.”
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

“Gohlke takes the reader on a compelling journey, complete with
mystery and drama. She weaves in real stories from Ravensbrück, making
this drama one that will be difficult to forget. It is well researched, and
the multilayered characters demonstrate the power of love and sacrifice.”
ROMANTIC TIMES, T
 op Pick Review

“Gripping . . . emotional . . . masterfully told, this is an unforgettable
tale of finding family, faith, and love.”
RADIANT LIT

Saving Amelie
“Moving. . . . At times both emotional and suspenseful, this is a
fantastic novel for those who love both historical fiction and human-
interest stories.”
ROMANTIC TIMES

“In this compelling and tense novel, Gohlke tells a haunting story
of the courageous few who worked tirelessly and at great risk to
themselves to save people they did not know. . . . Reminiscent of
Tatiana de Rosnay’s stirring stories of human compassion and hope,
this should appeal to fans of both authors as well as to historical
fiction readers.”
LIBRARY JOURNAL

“Definitely worth the read. Cathy Gohlke is a very talented author,
and . . . I recommend Saving Amelie for everyone who likes World
War II . . . fiction with inspirational tones.”
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For Jesse Stephen Gardiner
Whose name aptly means Gift and Crown
You are joy, adventure, and discovery to me, Beloved Grandson
All my love, forever
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Chapter One

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
May 1941
My mother was a beautiful woman, a magnificent and generous woman
who loved music and poetry and literature and gardens. She loved to
dance, though she only ever did so in the privacy of her room, with me.
Her smile, though rare in her last months, brightened the sun. She was
a devoted wife and loving mother, however ill-used by her husband. If
anyone says differently, they’re a liar or misled by my father.
 hip-poor-will to
Mama loved lilacs and roses and the call of the w
keep her company in the dead of night—a memory she treasured from
her childhood. She once told me that God in His heaven must think we
mortals cannot sustain the wonder of such heady fragrance for long; that’s
why lilacs bloom only in spring and for so short a time. It’s the reason
 hip-
roses must have two seasons to spread their blessed gifts. It’s why w
p
 oor-wills don’t sing all year long in the North Carolina mountain air.
The fragrance of those flowers filled her room as she squeezed my
hand for the last time and closed her eyes.
I didn’t want her to go, and yet begging her to stay would have been
1
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selfish. At long last she had a chance to be free. Of course she should
take it.
Mama left me with two directives: One, to take care of myself, no
matter the cost to my reputation. Two, when I found myself brave
enough, I was to hand deliver a ruby ring to her aunt Hyacinth in No
Creek, North Carolina—a ruby ring that Mama said she’d taken when
she ran off to marry my father. She didn’t explain why she’d taken the
ring or what she meant by taking care of myself heedless of my reputation, but she made me swear to do both and to never tell my father or
my husband. I swore, for she was dying, though I had no idea how I’d
ever fulfill such vows.
Gerald no more let me out of his sight than my father had allowed
my mother from his.
I’d sewn the ring and Grandaunt Hyacinth’s address into the lining
of my purse so I’d have them with me always and out of my husband’s
sight. Gerald was known to rifle through my closet and chest of drawers
in search of my diary or some stray clue to my faithlessness, suspicious
of my every move as he was. I never gave him cause, but his constant
surveillance and recriminations made me feel as if I’d done something
soiled and dirty, and that made me jumpy. How soiled and dirty can a
woman get going to the market or the library or to church?
It was much the way Mama had lived and I’d been raised, only
I’d truly believed that marriage to Gerald, a man ten years my senior
who’d seemed so godly and smitten with me, might be different. He
might love me, might be glad to share a new life. Seven years had
taught me otherwise. Year-round, no matter the heat of summer, I
wore long sleeves to cover the evidence of my husband’s displeasure
and disappointment—the results of his bursts of anger, which were
inevitably my fault.
At least now Mama was free of my father and free of worry for me.
The temptation to join such freedom was compelling, like the feeling
you get when standing too close to the ledge of a high building or
leaning beyond a sharp cliff that hangs over the sea. It pulls and pulls.
One small step is all it would take. The thing that held me back was
not fear of death or even eternity in my condemned state, but fear
2
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that I might not be successful, and then I would be forever at Gerald’s
mercy, as Mama had been at the mercy of my father—mercy, where
there is none.
• • •

Dusk had fallen by the time I’d hung the last dripping tea towel over the
rod to dry. Out the church kitchen window I saw that the parking lot
sat empty, except for the five elders’ cars that stood as soldiers in a row.
At least Gerald wasn’t waiting on me.
I wrapped the last slice of Sarah’s applesauce cake—her parting gift
for Mama’s funeral luncheon, made the morning Mama passed.
I wasn’t hungry—couldn’t eat—but was tempted to light the stove
and make a cup of tea, to sit down and savor Sarah’s last bit of cake alone
in the dark, to remember her and hope she thought of me. Sarah, how
I miss you now!
Sarah was Mama’s longtime housemaid, there before I was born, and
the only real friend my father had allowed her. It was as if he didn’t see
her because she was colored, as if he couldn’t imagine Sarah would have
a thought or a voice or influence Mama’s life in any way. Sarah endured
more of my father’s tirades than any woman should, all for the sake of
loving and caring for Mama to the bitter end.
But the day Mama breathed her last, Sarah vowed she’d not live
another night under the same roof with “that man.” She’d baked the
cake, packed her bag, and left to buy a bus ticket to join her son in
Chicago, even before they carried Mama’s body out the door.
Her leaving had been a jolt nearly as hard as Mama’s death, like earth
shifting beneath my feet with nothing but air to grab hold of. Sarah’d
been my friend, t oo—confidante and comfort to me all my g rowing-up
years. Ever present in my parents’ kitchen, caring and tender, her warm
brown arms held me through crisis after crisis. She’d been a tower of
refuge and strength. I wondered what we’d given her. I hoped it was
something.
Both women gone in a day. I had to find a way to get on.
I tucked the wrapped cake in my purse and snapped it shut.
3
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Funeral luncheons at our church lasted for hours and always took
their toll on emotions stretched taut, on toes and arches crammed into
Sunday heels, but at last I was done. As long as I’d thought of it as a
funeral luncheon and not my mother’s funeral luncheon, I could keep
my frozen smile in place, set one foot in front of the other as a good
elder’s wife should.
Deliberately, I untied my apron and hung it on the hook in the
church pantry, flicked off the light switch, and locked the kitchen door.
Somehow, those little finalities and the enormity of the dark and empty
community room opened the floodgates I’d kept shut. I closed my eyes,
leaned against the locked door, and let the tears course over my cheeks.
There was no one to hear or see.
Except for the elders’ meeting going on upstairs, the church was
deserted. Gerald would expect me to wait for him in the car. But it was
cold and I had no key to start the engine or heater. Neither Gerald nor
my father believed in women driving automobiles, so why would I need
a key?
The thought of going home with Gerald after this horrendous day
made my stomach swell into my throat. There’d be no end of ridicule
about the tears I’d choked back during the service. I could hear him now:
“We’re not to sorrow as others who have no hope. Your lack of faith and selfcontrol sets a poor example. The wife of an elder should mark a standard,
behave above reproach.”
If only the elders’ meeting could go on long and distract him. They
were discussing the church’s position in light of Great Britain’s pleas
to our government for help in its fight against Germany. Should the
church publicly state its disapproval of America providing Britain with
implements of war? Should the women of the church be allowed to contribute to the “Bundles for Britain”—contributions of clothing, knit items,
medical supplies, staples and cash for the hospitals and families that had
been bombed out? Would that be helping the poor or risk appearing that the
church approved of war efforts and therefore of war? Gerald held strong
views that as followers of Christ, we were not to enter into the activities
of the world, regardless of the war’s moral implications or the needs of
4
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others. If the meeting didn’t go according to his liking, there would be
the devil to pay at home.
Just a moment in a quiet place. Alone. That was all I wanted. The sanctuary. Not that I believed God would listen if I prayed there or anywhere.
I loved Him, longed for Him to love me, but knew that He could not.
I was too sinful, beyond loving. That message came repeatedly through
Gerald’s and Father’s disapproval. But just now, for only a moment to be
quiet, to be still and a lone—surely God would grant me that. I climbed
the stairs and slipped into the dusky sanctuary, taking a seat halfway up
the aisle nearest a window.
I lay down on the pew, closed my eyes, and pulled my feet into a fetal
curl. Just for a moment.
• • •

The steady drone of voices coming from the back of the church woke
me—that, and the light that poured from the vestibule into the darkened sanctuary. I squinted, was about to sit up, when I recognized the
two voices. I lay back down, in the shadows.
“God’s been merciful to free you, Brother Shepherd.” Gerald’s smirk
came through loud and clear.
“Marriage is for life. I endured till death parted us.” Was that a smile
in my father’s voice?
“And now it’s done.”
“Yes,” Father sighed, “now it’s done. And life goes on.”
“Cleanly, I suppose. You’re lucky.”
“Blessed.”
“And your debts?” Gerald asked. “You’ll inherit Rosemary’s property.”
“Apparently not. At least not what I’d imagined and she’d led me
to believe.” I heard my father’s exasperation. “It was not in Rosemary’s
name as we’d both supposed.”
“You’re sure?”
“I spoke with her aunt, though I’ll have someone investigate to make
certain.”
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“Well, now. That is a disappointment. It would have been a nice
reward, paid those embarrassing debts.”
“You needn’t concern yourself. There are other means.”
“Still, based on what I saw as a member of the family, I can’t help but
wonder if more than God helped Rosemary’s end along.”
“That’s scandalous. Don’t repeat it.”
“I wouldn’t want to, of course. . . .” My husband hesitated. “But I
might need incentive.” There was a long moment of silence while his
words sank in.
“What do you want, Gerald?”
“I don’t need money. Nothing so coarse.” Gerald waited another
long moment. “The thing is, your daughter’s not . . . stable. I believe
you’ll agree.”
“Lilliana’s emotional like her mother.”
“An emotionally unstable young woman in my estimation. She’s also
physically healthy and liable to live a long while.”
“As I said, marriage is for life. The elders would never agree to
divorce, if that’s what you’re getting at.”
“Yes, marriage is for life. Unless . . . it’s not.” My husband’s measured
words sent chills up my spine.
“The church permits one cause for divorce. You have no case.”
“Not adultery . . . but instability, leading to insanity, is cause for
divorce by Pennsylvania law.”
“Not by the laws of God or the church.”
“Not unless the insanity might lead to adultery or justifiably strong
suspicion of adultery.”
“You’re reaching.”
“I need witnesses. It would be best to have her institutionalized—
avoid scandal and guarantee me appropriate sympathy. The kind of sympathy I saw exhibited for you today.”
 ell-thought-of,
“You’ll never find ‘witnesses’ to such a lie. Lilliana’s w
well-liked. And she’s already gone to the police about your . . . heavy
hand. No one would believe it.”
“That was unfortunate and might be a stumbling block, unless
someone else brings the allegation of her instability and the suspicion of
6
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promiscuity. Someone who’s known her a long time. Someone respected
in the community who can testify in court and intimate the possibility
of more than indiscreet behavior.”
I heard the pew creak as my father sank into it. “She’s my daughter.
You can’t be serious.”
“Never more. I have friends in high places who are willing to be
influenced for you or against.”
“This is blackmail. You can’t force me, and you can’t prove anything.
I may have been firm with Rosemary—she tried my p
 atience—but I
didn’t kill her.”
“Reputations are easier to ruin than incarcerations are to achieve, I
grant. You value your eldership, your standing in the church and in the
community. I imagine you’re counting on both in plotting your future.
I’ve noticed your roving eye.”
“Pastor Harding severely reprimanded Lilliana for airing your dirty
laundry before unbelievers. That’s precisely what you’d be doing based
on lies.”
“I should never have married a child.”
“She’d turned sixteen when the agreement was made. Seventeen
when you married. That may be child enough, but you wanted her
then and I agreed. You can’t plead that she’s a child now.”
“I won’t need to, not if I produce witnesses to testify against her.”
“There’s another woman. Is that it?”
Gerald hesitated. “The point is, I’m still a young enough man and I
don’t want to wait until your daughter dies an old woman to get on with
my life, any more than you wanted to wait for Rosemary’s demise. I need
the church’s blessing to remarry. Anything less is untenable.”
A minute passed. No more. “Let me think about it . . . if there is a
way to proceed.”
“Lilliana’s grief for her mother weighs her down unnaturally. Now is
convenient—and timely. Don’t wait too long.”
Tense and barely breathing, I willed my father to take up for me,
say how ludicrous, how unfair this scheme was, but there was no more.
Finally footsteps echoed down the aisle and through the doorway. The
vestibule light disappeared, and the outer church door closed. The
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engines of two cars started; then came the sound of gravel spewing as
they pulled from the parking lot.
I lay in the hard pew a long time, fearing to get up and find a way
home and fearing not to.
• • •

When at last I walked out of the church and into the empty parking lot,
I stood beneath a streetlamp. Barely shielded by shrubbery, I counted
the money in my purse. One dollar and fifty-eight cents left over from
the purchase of groceries. Eighty dollars given into my keeping that day
 ell-to-do parishioner as a donation toward my mother’s f uneral—
by a w
which I was instructed to give to my father. I’d not been entrusted with
so much money in my life—not in my father’s house and certainly not
in my husband’s.
It was pitch-black beyond the streetlamp—a mile and a half to
Gerald and home. But I dared not go home. There was no way to pretend I hadn’t heard; one look at my face and Gerald would know that
I’d discovered his plans. What he might do, I could imagine.
I couldn’t take sanctuary in my father’s house or in the house of any
one of the church members. It wouldn’t be fair to draw anyone else into
the mess of my marriage—the stink of my “dirty laundry”—and whom
dared I trust? Who wouldn’t be afraid of the disapproval or discipline of
the church elders or even of their own husbands?
When I’d run to my father for help four months after I’d married,
he’d shaken his head and expressed disappointment in me. “Perfect love
casts out fear, Lilliana. Your fear of Gerald proves that you lack love for
him—and worse, for God. God is love, and without love, without forgiveness in your heart, you cannot hope your Father in heaven will forgive you.”
The time Gerald had beaten me black-and-blue and I’d run to the
police, they’d told me, “All men knock their wives around a little from
time to time. Don’t worry. Go home. He’ll settle down.” My husband
had threatened to kill me if I ever told another soul about his o utbursts—
k ill me and then himself.
No, I couldn’t go home.
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In the opposite direction lay the center of the city and the Philadelphia
train station. Eighty dollars. I wondered how far it could send me.
There was only one person, other than Sarah, whom my mother had
trusted with the secret shame of her marriage—the year I was five and
we ran away together. I fingered the lining of my purse and the shape
of Grandaunt Hyacinth’s ruby ring . . . a sort of secret friend, a talisman
of comfort. Thinking of it so had seemed silly and perhaps childish at
 irective—as if I’d ever have an opportunity to
the time of my mother’s d
deliver it. Now it was a lifeline . . . I hoped.
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